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Greek hero cult A classical hero is considered to be a "warrior who lives and dies in the pursuit of honor" and
asserts their greatness by "the brilliancy and efficiency with which they kill". Classical heroes are commonly
semi-divine and extraordinarily gifted, like Achilles , evolving into heroic characters through their perilous
circumstances. Hector acted as leader of the Trojans and their allies in the defense of Troy, "killing 31, Greek
fighters," offers Hyginus. Indeed, Homer places Hector as peace-loving, thoughtful as well as bold, a good
son, husband and father, and without darker motives. However, his familial values conflict greatly with his
heroic aspirations in The Iliad, as he cannot be both the protector of Troy and a father to his child. He was the
child of Thetis and Peleus , making him a demi-god. He wielded superhuman strength on the battlefield and
was blessed with a close relationship to the Gods. Achilles famously refuses to fight after his dishonoring at
the hands of Agamemnon, and only returns to the war due to unadulterated rage after Hector kills his close
friend Patroclus. Achilles plays a tragic role in The Iliad brought about by constant de-humanization
throughout the epic, having his menis wrath overpower his philos love. Fate , or destiny, plays a massive role
in the stories of classical heroes. Countless heroes and gods go to great lengths to alter their pre-destined fate,
but with no success, as no immortal can change their prescribed outcomes by the three Fates. But, Oedipus
slays his father without an afterthought when he unknowingly encounters him in a dispute on the road many
years later. The lack of recognition enabled Oedipus to slay his father, ironically further binding his father to
his fate. Classical heroes, regardless of their morality, were placed in religion. In classical antiquity , cults that
venerated deified heroes such as Heracles , Perseus , and Achilles played an important role in Ancient Greek
religion. It is a set of 22 common traits that he said were shared by many heroes in various cultures, myths and
religions throughout history and around the world. Raglan argued that the higher the score, the more likely the
figure is mythical. Expounded mainly by Joseph Campbell in his work The Hero with a Thousand Faces , it
illustrates several uniting themes of hero stories that hold similar ideas of what a hero represents, despite
vastly different cultures and beliefs. Within these stages there are several archetypes that the hero or heroine
may follow including the call to adventure which they may initially refuse , supernatural aid, proceeding down
a road of trials, achieving a realization about themselves or an apotheosis , and attaining the freedom to live
through their quest or journey. Campbell offered examples of stories with similar themes such as Krishna ,
Buddha , Apollonius of Tyana , and Jesus. Occidental Mythology, Campbell writes "It is clear that, whether
accurate or not as to biographical detail, the moving legend of the Crucified and Risen Christ was fit to bring a
new warmth, immediacy, and humanity, to the old motifs of the beloved Tammuz , Adonis , and Osiris cycles.
Departure on a quest Reacting to the test of a donor Marrying a princess or similar figure Propp distinguished
between seekers and victim-heroes. A villain could initiate the issue by kidnapping the hero or driving him
out; these were victim-heroes. Victims may appear in tales with seeker heroes, but the tale does not follow
them both. Philosophy of history and Great man theory No history can be written without consideration of the
lengthy list of recipients of national medals for bravery , populated by firefighters, policemen and
policewomen, ambulance medics and ordinary have-a-go heroes. Carlyle centered history on the biography of
a few central individuals such as Oliver Cromwell or Frederick the Great. His heroes were political and
military figures, the founders or topplers of states. His history of great men included geniuses good and,
perhaps for the first time in historical study, evil. Most in the philosophy of history school contend that the
motive forces in history can best be described only with a wider lens than the one that Carlyle used for his
portraits. For example, Karl Marx argued that history was determined by the massive social forces at play in "
class struggles ", not by the individuals by whom these forces are played out. After Marx, Herbert Spencer
wrote at the end of the 19th century: Before he can remake his society, his society must make him. The
Annales School , led by Lucien Febvre , Marc Bloch and Fernand Braudel , would contest the exaggeration of
the role of individual subjects in history. Indeed, Braudel distinguished various time scales, one accorded to
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the life of an individual, another accorded to the life of a few human generations, and the last one to
civilizations , in which geography , economics and demography play a role considerably more decisive than
that of individual subjects. Readings in the French and English Novel, â€” The hero attracts much attention
because most of those scenarios are based on the suppositions: The definitions of the heroine often refer back
to the one of the hero, but sometimes insinuate that their deeds are of less value, or were obtained only thanks
to their love of God or a country or of a man. Therefore, implying that an external explanation for the
extraordinary nature of her deeds is needed to justify them. The warrior women is considered unholy,
unnatural. Acts of heroism coming from women are acceptable, during specific time, like when men are at
war, during times of crisis, but they are otherwise often seen as suspicious. Moreover, women are often not
individualized, but praised as a group for heroic deeds. Women in the military were often subordinated to
tasks less likely to be praised than armed combat, and are rather praised for their courage as a general force,
nurses during wartime are a good example of this phenomenon. If their story gets told, they are made to fit in
the acceptable script. Their story is told in a way as to match the expectations of femininity ex: So the set of
strengths in which a heroine could historically express her value are overall not the same and perceived as less
valuable than their masculine counterpart. The contrast of the ideal narrative line pits the autonomous
ego-enhancing hero single-handedly and single-heartedly progressing toward a goal versus the long-suffering,
selfless, socially embedded heroine, being moved in many directions, lacking the tenacious loyalty demanded
of a quest. Not to forget that heroes and heroines are part of a social construct, their history is told and changes
throughout history to serve different purposes of memory, propaganda according to diverse social, political or
religious evolutions.
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Share7 Shares 3K As children we all had our favorite superheroes. We loved them, worshipped them,
pretended to be them, dressed like them and even talked like them. The overwhelming ugliness and depravity
found everywhere in the world today, has desensitized us to the point where hardly anything seems shocking
or repulsive anymore. To accomplish heroic acts, all we need is a willing mind and a willing heart. Many of
the courageous, self-sacrificing people on this list were nominated as CNN heroes. They have all proven that
an ordinary person can achieve extraordinary feats and make a difference in the lives of others. These and
other water crisis statistics encouraged Hendley, who was working as a barman, to raise money by pouring
wine to promote and support water projects worldwide. As of his non-profit organization, Wine to Water, has
worked in Sudan, India, Cambodia, Uganda, Ethiopia, Peru, South Africa and Kenya and they have
implemented sustainable drinking water initiatives for thousands of people. The organization also responded
to the Haiti earthquake by implementing water purification systems in the disaster areas. The organization also
provides training to local workers in installing water purification systems, digging, fixing and maintaining
wells and more. To date they have dug hundreds of wells in Cambodia, Africa and Peruâ€”always making use
of local workers to stimulate the economy. He became a citizen in One evening as he left a bar he noticed all
the destitute and illegal day laborers and the flame in his heart was lit. Since then, he has been cooking enough
food to feed dozens of day laborers in Queens which he delivers at the corner of Roosevelt Avenue and 73rd
Street in Jackson Heights every evening at Munoz delivers the warm, cooked meals in rain, snow, thunder and
lightning. He estimates that he has served food to more than 70, people since He laid thousands of mines and
fought for the Khmer Rouge until During his time in the Cambodian army he received landmine clearance
training with the United Nations and heard his true calling. As his name and work became known, tourists
flocked to his home to see the collection of defused artillery. Charging a dollar per person the Cambodia
Landmine Museum came into being. Over the course of time, Aki Ra also adopted many of the injured and
abandoned children he found in the villages he visited and today 29 children lives at the Cambodia Landmine
Relief Center. These non-profit organizations provide a day-care program to the children and are a residential
home for the older children to live in throughout the year. As of she is also teaching the incarcerated women
handcrafts so as to enable them to generate an income to contribute towards raising their children. To date she
has assisted more than children. To date, they have funded over 40 projects and in doing so have given
nutritional support, provided HIV treatment and care, improved access to maternal care, provided clean water,
funded lifesaving heart surgeries and provided an education to hundreds of individuals globally. He quit his
job during the next week and within a year he had founded the Akshaya Trust, which feeds and take care of
the destitute and mentally disabled people in Mandurai, Tamil Nadu. He prepares and serves three warm and
fresh vegetarian meals every day, which he often hand feeds to the people that he seeks out under bridges and
other desolate and abandoned spots. Krishnan also carries a comb, scissor and razor with him to provide extra
dignity to those he cares for. To date he has served more than 1. It was at that moment that he came to the
realization that you can do a lot with almost nothing. On his arrival back home, he sent letters to friends and
asked for donations he could use during his next trip. As founder and director of the Friends Project he simply
goes looking for problems in the slums, at hospitals, clinics and orphanages. His only request is that recipients
give back by helping others. Rick Hodes went to Ethiopia to do relief work during the famine. After almost
three decades, he still practices at hospitals in Addis Ababa and Gondor. He has served tens of thousands of
people through immunization, family planning, community health, nutritional support and his specialist
fieldâ€”spine deformities. He was also partly responsible in ensuring the safe immigration of 14, Ethiopians
via a historic airlift to Israel in 48 hours. During his time in Ethiopia he has adopted five children and he also
supports and houses another fifteen whom he sees as part of his extended family. She has clubs at schools that
informs girls and encourages them to speak out and report on abuse. She has fought against the exploitation
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and abuse of girls at the highest levels of society, in the process becoming a target of state harassment and
receiving many death threats. To date, Betty has saved more than 7, some estimates say as many as 35, girls
from abuse, child labor, forced marriages, human trafficking and sexual assault. According to Razia Jan , she
hears about girls attacked with acid or being poisoned every single day. Despite the threats, she opens the
doors of her Zabuli Education Center every school day. In this 2-storey, room building, girls from the
surrounding seven villages are receiving a free education. They are so scared of poisoning that children are
accompanied to the bathrooms to make sure they do not drink tap water. Hestie lives in Pretoria, South Africa.
She is in absolute awe of the people on this list and the work that they do.
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Later, heroes and heroines came to refer to characters who in the face of danger and adversity or from a position of
weakness, display courage and the will for self sacrifice - that is heroism - for some greater good of all humanity.

Tweet Since the very childhood I remember choosing women as my role models. Strong, bright, self-confident
women who were not afraid to challenge the status quo, and who were strong enough to stand for their rights
and views. Not only for their own rights, but also for the rights of others. As a rule of thumb, such women
believed that equality of genders is crucial, and the gender of a child should not be the determining factor of
ones future. Such women would excite my imagination and would awake the feeling of self-confidence, which
sometimes would be forgotten, especially in difficult situations as we slowly start losing hope in ourselves.
Malala Yousafzai year-old Malala is a Pakistani activist for female education and the youngest-ever Nobel
Prize laureate. At 11 years old, when Taliban told the community that girls could no longer go to school, she
blogged her story for the BBC. Such behavior did not please Taliban which intended to shut people, and
consequently Malala was shot by a gunman during her trip home from school. Acknowledging the power and
the need of education, Queen Rania has stated that an essential aspect of education is to equip young people
with the necessary skills to perform well in the workplace. In addition to that, Queen Rania has been
particularly vocal about the importance of cross-cultural and interfaith dialogue to foster greater understanding
and tolerance. Condoleezza Rice Condoleezza Rice is an American political scientist and diplomat, who was
the second person to hold office in the administration of President George W. Born in the heavily racially
segregated city, she achieved greatly in life. She rose above the crowd despite racial injustice and worked
tirelessly to promote peace and democracy between nations. Condoleeza daringly reshaped foreign policy by
putting the needs of America over her own. She demonstrated strict disciplice, took initiative and changed the
things profoundly. Her efforts to end the war, along with her collaborator Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, helped usher
in a period of peace and enabled a free election in that Sirleaf won. This made Liberia the first African nation
to have a female president. Audrey Hepburn, the iconic beauty predominantly known for her acting and
starring roles in a number of famous films has also been humanitarian. For more great inspiration on famous
women that have changed the world, visit Pinterest. Be your own hero. Welcome to my lifestyle blog. I write
about healthy vegan lifestyle, inspiration, happiness, food and traveling.
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The first two books of this series established themselves as ideal biographical sources for young people because of their
relevance, comprehensiveness and positive attitude.

More Essay Examples on Society Rubric The most intriguing part of the essay is the portrayal of the modern
day heroes. It is what must be taught to people especially at younger ages. At my young age the only heroes I
know were those who were mostly presented in many mythology and historical books as. In many books they
are subjects of many stories of effective leadership, courage, bravery, and sacrifices characterized as brave,
wise, strong and always ready to fight for their cause. I often end up thinking that most of them look very
frightening and very strict. When you read through their biographies and writings portraying their heroic deeds
you can find the real essence of their heroism. From the definition written above, anybody can be a hero.
There is however, a distinctive feature of how we recognize heroes. There are modern day heroes that we
easily bypass and fail to recognize. Anybody in the community that is showing desirable qualities is a hero. A
friend, our family, a community leader, law enforcers, teachers, preachers, and anybody who has consistently
showed remarkable effort towards the welfare of his fellow people, they are all heroes. Our level of
recognizing a hero has been blinded by the characteristics that we have seen from heroes in the past. They are
very different compared to us today. Heroes in the past were talk of the town for their successful conquers
against foreign people, for their successful crusade against those who took away their rights. But none of us
have seen the negative effects of their deeds. Many lives were lost and blood was shed before they were able
to achieve what they wanted. We seldom see that type of heroism these days. We no longer need to fight and
kill because we are now protected with systems of laws that are already established and accepted. And
imposing these laws is always based on other laws that protect the rights of any individual in the community.
We just have to change our perspective about heroism for us to be able to consider anybody around us a hero.
For example, I consider my family as my heroes. I have been through difficult situations and they have never
parted from me. My parents showed so much care since the first day I was born. On my first day to school
they went inside the classroom with me to make me feel safe. They have provided me with everything and
more than I ever wanted. Outside my family I also consider bus drivers, pilots, and other transportation vehicle
operators as my heroes. They drive me safely back and forth to our home. Law enforcers are also my heroes as
they risk their lives for the sake of keeping me and many like me safe from bad elements in the society at all
times. All my teachers and professors at school are also my heroes as they taught me basic, specialized, and
advance knowledge that I use to tackle day to day challenges and plan for a stable life in the future. My friends
and colleges have always been there for me in the most torrid times and in the most fun times thus I regard
them as my heroes too. My pet dog, Leo, is my hero too. He has loyally served me till now, wakes me in the
morning, fetches my shoes, walks me to the bus stop and listens to all my fuss whenever I feel low. This list
continues on and on since there are so many people what we interact with or are indirectly related too because
they touch our lives without us getting to know; thus I consider all of these people as my heroes as they have
made my live easier, more entertaining, safe and fulfilling due to their sincere efforts to help anybody around
them. May god bless my heroes! Choose Type of service.
5: Contemporary heroes and heroines ( edition) | Open Library
The Hardcover of the Contemporary Heroes and Heroines by Gale Group at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or
more!

6: Contemporary heroes and heroines - Google Books
CONTEMPORARY HEROES AND HEROINES DAY - LECTIONARY COMMENTARY 2 I grew up in Oakland, California
in the home of two heroes, Mondre and Diane Moffett.
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Contemporary Heroes and Heroines The concept of heroism has, changed over the years - Contemporary Heroes and
Heroines Essay introduction. From being predictable - portrayed as someone who has fought and died for the
achievement of common cause of his people, it has transformed into something that unpredictable - which is quite
diverse.

8: Contemporary Heroes and Heroines Essay Example | Graduateway
Get this from a library! Contemporary heroes and heroines. Book IV. [Dana R Barnes; Leigh Ann DeRemer;] -- Brief
profiles of more than contemporary men and women from all walks of life whose activities reflect heroic traits.

9: List of Heroes and Heroines - NSE Hero Seekers
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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